NM302 990208 will be still talking the frozen anger and mind and human developing slowly. if you can correct your existence will change.
SUMMARY MEDITATION:
You are so sensitive to your ego that you do not care what you are doing. Let us see if we can find ourself somewhere in tragedy and in
love.
(41) Please 11 minutes: raise your one finger only and take this finger at the navel point and sit erect.
Put mool mantra, you have beautiful tape, I heard it myself but you have not asked, you can ask somebody to give it to you. And please
recite this mool mantra in this form. In this posture.
Cookies will be served by Siri Ram Singh and Kaur. Twenty three years they are married,
quite a fun. That's good. Cookies will be matured.
(42:06 The tape ‘Ek Ong Kar…’ is played in the class).
Side B
The tape continues.....
(The tape stops 52).
Inhale deep, and now you have to chant in a very different way. You have to have a
lion pose, 1 minutes: your tongue out and you have to
chant the same mantra. It's difficult I understand,
don't bite your tongue please and try your best to
create a sound. This sound you will create is from the
back of the throat and you can do it but it’s difficult I
am not saying it is easy. But go.
(52:57 The tape is played in the class)
Inhale first you chant in normal, second 2 minutes: you put in a lion pose and (?) s
(The tape is played in the class)
55 Inhale deep, deep, press your lips hard, just squeeze them hard together. Exhale. Inhale deep again, pull your tongue out
and stay there. Tight, tight, tight, tight. Exhale. Inhale deep, put your tongue with the upper palate and squeeze your entire
body. Then relax. 56
You see when we get angry many people might have seen (?) two things. Their lips squeeze, they do that and when you sometime talk
your tongue advances. These are abnormalities. They not only create impact to your body they ruin you. How? Because then you cannot
hear, listen, understand, act on a counsel. You block everything.
I think we have to teach a class tomorrow also right. We will be still talking about the frozen anger and mind and human developing
slowly. Talking to your very normally, it's not something we are talking a mystery. We are telling you how things are. And if those things
which you can correct your existence will change. And it will be of a mutual benefit. You have to prepare yourself for age of Aquarius.
Many, many thousand people will ask you for help. You have to bring your balance self to share.

LECTURE
Individual according to science of humanology is based on certain things which some of you even do not know. First of all you are not
very well introduced with your body. Some people have lean body, some have fat, some are strong, some are very weak and some are just
hefty and stout. So by understanding your body you understand your nervous system, you will understand your stamina. Once a man was
mugged, he ran after a thief. He went out of breath, he got a heart attack, he died. Because he was not aware of his body. He didn't know
what he can do and what he cannot do. So first thing a child or a person or human or a female has to know–what is the body. What is the
strength of the body. What my body can do for me. Lot of people put overweight, mess up their spine, cry rest of their life. They should
have known it. They are not weightlifters.
Most people do not have stable feet, they stumble and they create injury. Majority of the time (?) trouble which is very often is your
nervous system get short circuit. You see you don't listen to me. Look at it, when there is a flare in the sun walkie-talkie cannot talk more
than ten miles. Because the wind of the sun walks through universe touch the earth and you can't communicate. You know what I am
saying? How far away sun is. Think of it. How far away sun is. How far away you are. When sun releases the flare you have a impact on
the earth and you can’t communicate it's a scientific fact.

Think of the fact when you are angry how the hell you can communicate. It doesn't matter who you are angry at, mom, papa, neighbor,
officer, office, anybody. You are angry, you can't communicate. You are angry and commotion, you can't move. So the fundamental
requirement of the body by nature is very simple body. Man and woman are humans. Moon and sun are stars. But moon reflects, sun
shines. Both are stars. They are different faculties, different natures. Each has a role to play. If like moon female doesn't wane and wax
to the circumstances she end up as frigid. Causes injury to herself and pain. And man who fluxes too much is not worth a dime. Because
he cannot gain trust.
So to begin with you should know your body. Then you should know your mind. Is your mind attached to the infinity of God and
creativity of God and self of God or you are creative to yourself only or you are in denial? If you are in denial then negative mind will
prevail on you. One thing of a strong negative mind is you shall not listen to the advice. Negative mind wants you to want what you want.
There is no place.
Just now I was talking and asking Jathedar Akal Takhat he can give a general forgiveness to bring peace. Very easy for him. Answer came,
“You assure me the other party will also make peace.”
I said, “Why to assure you, you are the highest seat and if you want to use your authority use it in the name of God. Why I should assure
from another person?”
Your life is based exactly on this thing that everybody should assure each other. At a moment, at a psyche, at a longitude and latitude in
the electromagnetic field under the wave of the sun rays you are giving a promise. Next second that promise, that thing change. And
majority of time you say oh by the way I talked to you, I promised, I am sorry, I have a second thought. I went home and talked to my
wife she has different point of view. You know everything is a point of view. Your word has no meaning. Then you sit down and do
prayer. That has no meaning either. Because the same you who vacillates and whatever you want. You want power on this earth.
Everybody should recognize you, everybody should know you, everybody should respect you, everybody should obey you, etc, etc, etc.
No. You want weight you have to walk with it. If there is no natural homogeneity, maturity, understanding, there is no relationship.
Things have to be in balance mentally.
The mind is given to you to balance it out. Spirit is given to you to live and love. People do not get up in the morning ambrosial hour
they don't have life to themselves. It is the only ambrosial hour morning and evening when in psyche, in life you can be to yourself only.
What you do at that time? You meditate. You chant certain sound that sound is what? When you chant Sat Nam, Wahe Guru, it takes
you away from action and reaction. This way you will have a very special power in you to understand (?) the thing, mind spirit with you
can deal with situation with very loving and everlasting effect. Your body mind and spirit, if all three together can give you mutual
existence with others then you are in harmony. You may be right and truthful and righteous. Another person be totally wrong, rotten and
nonsense. Still we have to meet in the center. Because you say you are righteous and you are a saint, another person is wrong, is devil but
these are two sides of the same coin. Whenever you have to communicate it has to be mutual. But unfortunately your prosperity and
poverty depends on one thing. Do you walk mutual in life or your pursue your ego. When you pursue your ego there is no amigo.
I was listening to a young lady crying on the telephone. Telling me she needs help. She was nine year old when she walked out of her
parents, she was picked up on a bus stand and she went all these years through the drama trauma. And I said, “Why you have to do it?”
She said, “I never knew (?) outside the house (?) worst than I ever (?) experience.”
I said, “What was wrong in your family?”
She said, “My....” watch these are her words, it is not mine and mother was puritan. She will tell me what is right and I was sick of it.” Do
you see the ego?
I said, “Why don't you go to your family now?”
She said, “I don't have guts.”
If parents out of emotions and feeling (?) God save their children from them they buy.... even in India, even in India they can call on a
phone and complaint if (?) jumps. In future I think when I send children to India I should send one parent as a hostage. Now look at this
I have sold my own home, got the money, donated, made the school beautiful area, good teacher, I went there myself. Yes I know for two
years there was nothing not even the walls but now they are. Still there is no technical support and there is a very complete affectionate
denial.
Now your mind is your child. Your mind is your child. And following this child in love you let the mind play the game and who is denied,
you. You are denied by your own mind. And you think you are very rational and educated and all that stuff. I am not going to give
example of it but I am saying what are you actually doing. You have to follow you first in physical guarantee of security of grace of
understanding of life. And when you with the strength of your mind and space deny it.
There is a one female she is married for eighteen years. Five children. She is very character, honest everything. But she cannot have
intercourse with her husband if she does not think of somebody else. After so many years the situation came up. Because sometime
unknown gets known to the unknown of the other. I asked her a question. “When you are actually having a union with him what do you
think?”
She said, “I cannot think of him (?) moment. I have to think something bizarre.” It means he has been having a sexual relationship with a
wood log. And if she is not there in herself what interest she can have and impact she can have on her five children tell me. She is there,
she is not there. It has been found out that sixty percent people live in mental fantasy. And when sixty percent people in society live in
mental fantasy, in a simple English they do not live in themselves. And twenty percent people live in mental confrontation. She is
beautiful, why I am not, she is this I am not (?). Continues. And twenty percent live in control or no control. That’s hundred percent.

First thing we have to learn that mind is given to me to protect me, serve me, save me and raise my honor, raise my grace and raise my
status. If my mind can prostitute me I don't need a enemy. It's done. Then lastly, when we come to mutual understanding then to
communicate we need manners. Our behavior, our manners and our straightforwardness like statesmanness will create trust. And it is
that mutual frequency of trust like each star has its orbit. They work on themselves, they work on their axle they do not crash. You can
avoid crash, conflicts, you are hot burning.
When I was teaching in UCLA one case was brought to me. I will not name her because she is very well known blonde, you all know her
anyway. Whether you like it or not. Her problem was can somebody else be blonde like me, now, can you believe. I did a very good
therapy. I sent her to Norway, Sweden, Denmark, then to Istanbul. There was no blonde in Istanbul and they have no brunette up there.
And she just calmed down.
You can sometime be bewitched by your thought and your mind can grind you to the extent you are nothing. Mind can deviate you so
much that something in your hand can be lost. It can put you in a path of trouble where you want the cake and eat it too. (?) it is not
possible. Your mind has its quality, God gave you mind for one thing. When soul asked, “What is my reach back to you,” gave mind.
Mind is a pendulum. To know God, to all God, it can move with no time. Then your main trouble is if you do not meditate and meditate
on your spirit flow, breath of life, pavan then you do not know how to recall your inner strength. And if you cannot call on your (?) you
don't have a practice then you are just dumb-do sometime it works, sometime it won't. It means your spiritual, what they call it,
transmission is not there. That's why people become criminal, habitual, addicts and majority of the people take drugs because they cannot
handle themselves.
I have already told many times but this a actual history. That's why I am repeating it. There was a king in Chinese dynasty. He had eighty
wives. Living happily. On his eightieth birthday he decided to have one hundred more wives. He called his medical doctor, he said,
“Make me a (?), I want hundred more wives. The most beautiful woman from each city will come, what do you think.”
He said, “King, that's all right. When eighty is not enough, hundred eighty is not going to make any difference, you are very regular, you
can live twenty more years, even above hundred, calm down.”
He said, “Wow you don't like me when I am eighty. No, no, no, no, with a young girl I will become young. I am getting a hundred young
girls. Make me…”, what this medicine is selling these days. Yeah some kind of Viagra.
He said, “My lord, if you order me I will do it but it's not fair.”
He said, “No, no, no, no.”
So hundred women were brought, they were in a ceremony married, so it was his harem kind of thing and doctor brought Viagra.
Whatever that Viagra was, so he was just on and on and on and on. Next day he was just lazy, third day he was shaking, fourth day he
called the doctor, he said “What is happening to me?”
He said, “Lord you are over speeding your death, it is coming soon.” And next day king never woke up, could not pull his head from the
pillow.
Life is in stages, body is in stages. (?) you are child (?) adult, you are (?) when you are old and you are very old. And each stage needs to be
respected. And each stage mind should cover the body. And each stage spirit should cover the mind. If you can bring balance to yourself,
if you can bring balance to yourself virtues, prosperity,
‘Tehel Mehel Thaanko Mileay Jaha Pey Sant Kirpal.’
Palaces and service will be all yours. If you become saintly.
What is a saint? Simple person who is compassionate in the beginning, compassionate in the middle, compassionate at the end. Beyond
and self.
You think you love me because I am a good teacher no, no. You love me because I talk to you very wisely. All what I do you can get in a
library somewhere (?) possible, after all, I studied, you can study. You are all younger than me what are you going to get this old man for?
Every Monday, Tuesday he bothers you. No this is a priceless relationship. It's not a relationship of love or hatred, good and bad, right or
wrong. There is no relationship. There is no base for it. The base is how this person can go to one’s own excellence and how much I can
help. Those who want to walk through their excellence have a common pass. Some people come and sit with me hours and hours, some
of them listen, they pick up some words, some sentences, some don't come twenty miles near. And many people are (?). We like to see
you but you are very boring. You think you are teaching class all the time. They don't know. If I play chess even then I will teach the
class. Every move has to be balanced and presupposed for the (?) seven steps to be also, see that your queen and your king is safe. Or (?)
chess. (?) that of life. Each move will have a counter move. That's law of Karma. But in each move is Dharma then there is no reaction.
But then you don't have to worry how many students you got, how much wealth you have got, how many people you have, then you are
not commercial. Then you came, do your job, empty hand you came empty hand you go. You are all rich than me, you are most poor
than me. You are rich than me because you have homes, you have places, you have your cars, you are very proud of everything, you know.
Many times I have sat in a new car to honor you. (?). I am very poor you are all very rich. But look, I have you so how can I be poor.
Then I was going to come to the class somebody was there. A good heart man. There to drive me here. And that car definitely you have
seen is not mine. There are people who sacrifice so much. Because of love. I am telling you what love can make you do. With all the
appointment and engagements if there is a security required, they drop everything let’s go. Why? That is a silent relationship of psyche.
It's a relationship of not plus and minus but it's a relationship of one and one makes eleven. And it's called infinite psyche with finite
existence. It's not a relationship a man of miracle, a man of no miracle. You feel it. Okay I will teach one day class, I will come and say
nothing and leave. See what happens to you. There is a inter bound psyche. And that bond has to be completed. That bond has to

become everlasting. When that finite bond get bonded with another finite bond with a measurement of infinity then God is no far away
then you understand the infinity. Then you can lock in. Otherwise we are travelling on a thin ice.
This life of yours is the most precious gift. You think I don't have problems. Oh God! I have only one problem that I cannot react. But
I also know the science of it. I cannot act. If I don't want to react, I must not act. Then what, somebody has to act in my place.
‘Sahib Titey Jo Miley.’
If the lord’s grace give you something that's miracle.
Your action and reaction (?) what you can think, take a stone and hit somebody. Take a gun and kill somebody. What you can do? That's
not life. Whenever in your life you take the I out and put the thou in your third eye opens. Everything (?) for you. There is only one easy
way. In God you dwell. And when you dwell in God, everything is God. Everything belongs to God. You belong to God. Your breath
of life belongs to God. And when Nanak said,
“Ketia dookh bukh sad maar
Eh bhe daat teree daataar”
If many, many times you are suffering, hunger and it is multiplied by hundred thousand times. “Eh bhe daat teree daataar” God it’s thy
gift.
Once I was sitting and joking with some friends of mine from India. We were having talk in (?). And the guy said, “Yogiji, you have to
have a house.”
I said, “I am a yogi, what house, this is enough, I come night and sleep for couple of hours and meditate, very happy. House the ranch is
there.”
He said, “No you are not going to have a house, you have many houses.”
“What for?” I said. “I am sixty nine year old, seventy year I am going.... What I need homes for?”
He said, “No you are having (?) homes...”
“I have homes everywhere.”
He said, “No you will build homes.”
“Okay,” I said.
Thanks to those who worked, praise with them their consciousness, their strength of character, their dedication. A devotion. A house
came up. Where at least we can freely entertain wordly people. Then there is a very home in the very city of Amritsar. Then there is a
very home in the city of Anandpur. I am asking myself what I am doing. I have realized if circumstances go so bad that we have not
received then at that moment you as a Panth Khalsa (?) as a family has to have a home which can you call yours. Where you can be
received with lot of love and grace. And this understanding made us to build homes.
I listened to you and your criticism for twenty eight years, I protected every penny I could so that our future generation can have their own
school away from you. Why away from you? We want to teach them to walk on their own feet, stand their own personality, understand
their own mental situation themselves, I am not saying it's perfect but it’s better than you. Watch those parents who just said to children
go, go, go, go college degree, plus four, plus four, A grade, A grade, spiritually those children gone defunct. Who ruined them? Parents.
They didn't bring balance. Spiritual values, mental values and physical values when they are in balance then success is perfect.
Everybody is guilty of (?) you all want to be loved. All want to be loved. When you don't love why should somebody love you? When
somebody love you, you question. When somebody question you, you get angry. And then there is a frustration or fight.
Once I was counseling a couple, after three hours they couldn't fight it why they fought. And I said how it started. It just started. That
insensitivity is mental chaos. You are so sensitive to your ego that you do not care what you are doing. Let us see if we can find ourself
somewhere in tragedy and in love.
(41) Please raise your one finger only and take this finger at the navel point and sit
erect.
Put mool mantra, you have beautiful tape, I heard it myself but you have not asked, you
can ask somebody to give it to you. And please recite this mool mantra in this form.
In this posture.
Cookies will be served by Siri Ram Singh and Kaur. Twenty three years they are married,
quite a fun. That's good. Cookies will be matured.
(42:06 The tape ‘Ek Ong Kar…’ is played in the class).
Side B
The tape continues.....

(The tape stops 52).
Inhale deep, and now you have to chant in a very different way. You have to have a lion pose, your tongue out and you have to
chant the same mantra. It's difficult I understand, don't bite your tongue please and try your best to
create a sound. This sound you will create is from the back of the throat and you can do it but it’s
difficult I am not saying it is easy. But go.
(52:57 The tape is played in the class)
Inhale first you chant in normal, second you put in a lion pose and (?) sound is so soft and clear you can burn
your centuries old own anger like that. Now third. You have to only speak now with the lips, totally lips, no
tongue use. Go.
(The tape is played in the class)
55 Inhale deep, deep, press your lips hard, just squeeze them hard together. Exhale. Inhale deep again, pull your tongue out
and stay there. Tight, tight, tight, tight. Exhale. Inhale deep, put your tongue with the upper palate and squeeze your entire
body. Then relax. 56
You see when we get angry many people might have seen (?) two things. Their lips squeeze, they do that and when you sometime talk
your tongue advances. These are abnormalities. They not only create impact to your body they ruin you. How? Because then you cannot
hear, listen, understand, act on a counsel. You block everything.
I think we have to teach a class tomorrow also right. We will be still talking about the frozen anger and mind and human developing
slowly. Talking to your very normally, it's not something we are talking a mystery. We are telling you how things are. And if those things
which you can correct your existence will change. And it will be of a mutual benefit. You have to prepare yourself for age of Aquarius.
Many, many thousand people will ask you for help. You have to bring your balance self to share.
(The tape ‘On this day the lord....’ is played in the class)
Blessed are those who bless themselves. Virtuous are those who value their virtues. Gracious are those who honor their grace and human
are those who are compassionate. May God guide us on this path and take us to the strength then we can serve the world and bring peace
Sat Nam.
Oh! Amar you are thirty three now? Oh God. Thirty three year old. Once I used to be thirty three.
Hey Hari, how is United Nations. When I call somebody they talk about you, they say Hari United Nations. He got a permanent title.
There is a Shanti you know gun woman.
How are you? You are starting second round? No give to mine and her and there are some people there back. Yeah.
King of Jordan has passed away you should watch the TV how much he is loved by his people but he chose this date to give relief to
Clinton. And he took all the three ex-presidents with him. He has also taken lot of senators and in case he doesn't return them there is no
judgement. Oh yeah. He took republicans, too.
There is a man called bird, nobody knows when he flies where he is going to fall. One day he was in dismissal now he says his
consciousness is hurting him. Actually it's the blackest day of America. Presidency has been marked so much, dragged so much, insulted
so much, for nothing. They couldn't get him on clear water they couldn't (?) dirty water, they didn't get it on blue water and finally they got
him on a dress which was sprinkled with some kind of water. Blue dress. What he is doing, good job. He is in Jordan enjoying and letting
people hustle here. What kind of genetic in built will be of this man? What is he going through and what he pretends he is not going
through is something worth studying. It comes to if you can fake it you can make it. And every time they charge him something his
popularity goes by two point.
Actually I was talking to one senator. I said, “Senator you are not going anywhere,” because he is a young looking president. And every
woman likes him. They don't care what he did. They wish he should have done to them. So with this hope they are keeping (?) you guys
are wasting time. (?) must understand (?) don't like. This is one time the woman organization now what they call it, National organization
of woman is totally silent. First time in America. They feel one of the member of the organization didn't kept the sacred and secret and
just burst out for nothing. Otherwise you hit a shoulder of a woman by mistake they pass a resolution. Very sensitive organization. Very
sensitive.
There is a most powerful organization in United States do you know which one is. ARPTTPC something. Yeah. And they steal every
money from retired people and end up doing nothing. They have a huge bank balance. You know why? Because every old person wants
security, they think by paying eight dollars they will become secure. I think by ten dollars you won't. So I think in other five-seven days
things will come out one way or the other.
In other three days in India things will come out one day or the other. See who congenial our relationship is. Our president of SGPC
Guru Charan Singh Tohra and president of United States Clinton are both under the same stars. Both (?) effort is to remove them from
the office. Guru Charan Singh Tohra to avoid the test of force has closed down the offices. That's it, locked out. And Clinton ran to
Jordan. To ask the biblical lords to save the presidency of United States. All this drama was done perhaps they can swing votes. Rather
they have hardened votes. Because each party wants his interest, nobody is willing to be mutual. Now they are willing to be mutual. They
are going to (?) him. What is that (?) means? We have failed therefore (?) warn you not to do it again.
Look at this president, he started with May flower whatever she was.
Student: (----).

YB: Yeah some flower. He is very much into flowers. And then there was a little flower, now this is a fat flower, still he is there for year
and half and God knows how many flowers he is going to smell. I think there should be four hours for the president (?) live sixteen under
Pennsylvania from everything and exclusive. And those who wants he wants those he doesn't want, doesn't want. There should be no
cameras around and no checking in. It should be called president’s private hours liberal act. Congress should pass it. And there should be
board there. If go in you are at your own risk.
One lady told me, “America is strong, vigorous, young and beautiful Yogiji.”
I said, “What's the matter?”
She said, “What a stud president we got. He will start like this, George Washington, president of United States slept here on twenty first of
February.”
So rejoice in the tradition. You know George Washington the father of this nation had wooden teeth. So he slept somewhere and forgot
his set of teeth. Letter read. “Last night was very comfortable. But I left my teeth bring me back.” And nobody cared, nobody bothered
it was fine. I think this guy is not that lucky.
If you have to select the president there are three people, who told me that joke? Anybody knows, you know that? Repeat it on the, save
me. Come on, come on. Help out you for vote.
Student: This is a variation on it.
We have a choice on character of picking your president. And you pick them based on their character values. The first person is a
womanizer and he drinks a lot and this is known.
The second person has legal problems and drinks a little bit.
The third person is a vegetarian doesn't drink at all. Who would you select to be a president?
YB: Which one you will select.
Student: The third one.
Student: You have just elected Adolf Hitler.
The first one was Franklin Roosevelt. The second was Winston Churchill. And the third was Adolf Hitler.
YB: Second was who?
Student: Winston Churchill.
YB: You know it, good night.

